
 

7.3 Institutional Distinctiveness 

Provide the details of the performance of the institution in one area distinctive to its vision, priority and thrust 

Provide the weblink of the institution in not more than 500 words 

Since its inception, Kaibalya Dayini college has continued to maintain a distinct and remarkable identity for itself 

over a period of time. For over four decades it had been enjoying the status of a single faculty college exclusively 

offering commerce education and incidentally the second exclusive commerce College in the state.  Located in the 

District Headquarters of the historic undivided Midnapore District, Arts stream was introduced to the course 

curricula and afterwards Science stream was also introduced by offering Honours course in Geography a couple of 

years back. Having its location at the District Headquarters provides a vantage advantage to the students as well as 

its staff in terms of commuting. Its proximity to the campus of the affiliating University, railway station, Bus stand 

makes it much sought after by the students from different parts of the district and three adjoining districts. This is 

why, without having any students ‘hostel-either for boys or girls, the college attracts students from distant places. 

Apart from its location, the college is renowned to offer the best of the courses, incidentally, this is the only college 

under the Vidyasasagar University offering Honours Courses in two different subjects in the Commerce stream. 

The Library of the college significantly adds to the pride of the college. It has two different sections, Reference and 

Lending sections placed at Ground and First floor respectively. It has a big reading hall for students and a separate 

reading section for the staff. Four NSS units of college remain active throughout and provide platform for students 

from various backgrounds to contribute to society at different levels. Over a period of time, N.S.S units have 

contributed in earning a significant recognition to college in Vidyasagar University.  


